COVID-19 Pandemic – Implications, Planning, and Recommendations related to Dental Care Services and Dental Education
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Abstract
During the past few months, our understanding of the transmission, epidemiology, clinical symptoms, and management of Covid-19 has considerably improved. This had made the dental healthcare personnel confident enough and ready to provide safely by implementing efficient prevention and cross-infection control strategies in the dental clinical setting. At the same time, it is necessary that we must be constantly aware of the continuation of such infectious threats challenging our infection control regimen and preparedness to provide dental treatments and teaching and education. Good infection prevention and control strategies need to be evidence-based and in line with the recommendations of the local and international public health agencies. The disruption in dental services and dental education all over the world resulted in this pandemic has emphasized and resulted in new, innovative and improved infection prevention and control strategies and adoption of alternative teaching, learning and assessment strategies for students. It further reinforces the need for continued research exploring ways for responding better to future contagious disease threats.
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Introduction

During the past few months of the COVID-19 pandemic, important learning related to the nature, etiology, mode, and sources of transmission, incubation period and its high fatality has been made.\textsuperscript{1,13} It has reached a level making it possible for the identification of those at high risk of COVID-19 infection\textsuperscript{14} and the clinical manifestation, their severity, and possible implications.\textsuperscript{14,17,19} Also, we have fairly understood the diagnosis of the COVID-19.\textsuperscript{5,7,14,17} Despite these developments, we are still uncertain how we could restore dentistry related activities as we had before the start of the current pandemic. The challenges, we have faced continuing medical and dental education and training and healthcare services are unprecedented. Related to the profession of dentistry, conventional dental education teaching and training as well as dental healthcare have remained halted. These required shifting toward new innovative approaches. Answers to several questions and concerns were needed such as; how to minimize risks of nosocomial infection; how to proceed with the adoption of effective infection control protocols; and; what would constitute the recommended measures to follow. Fortunately, this required the reinforcement of our existing standard guidelines and redesigning of the dental practice setting ensuring infection control in general and especially when treating patients with respiratory ailments inflicted by bacteria and viruses. Furthermore, as the current unique pandemic, originated in Wuhan city in China, their excellent response to control, prevent and manage it as well as how they continued dentistry during and after could provide great insight to us.\textsuperscript{20}

During the pandemic outbreak and after, treating dental patients who cough, sneeze, and or even those not having these symptoms has been a great concern. This becomes extremely fearful in the case of patients receiving dentistry with aerosol-generating procedures (AGPs) with the use of a high-speed dental hand-piece or ultrasonic instrument. During many dental procedures extending over a length of time, saliva, or blood is aerosolized to the surroundings. During such procedures, the dental apparatus and the working place also get contaminated. In the absence of proper precautions, infection transmission and spread are likely.\textsuperscript{21} Furthermore, dental procedures, generating a large number of droplets and aerosols, the standard protective measures in daily clinical work will never be effective enough to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This remains of special concern in the case of patients who are in the incubation period; those not knowing they are infected, or those who opt to not disclosing their infection. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to follow an effective infection control protocols must consider the following:

1. COVID-19 is the latest addition to the list of category B infectious diseases that previously included SARS and the highly pathogenic avian influenza (H1N1). However, additional advice for all healthcare workers was the use of protection measures similar to those recommended for group-A infections that are caused by extremely infectious pathogens, such as cholera and plague. As such routine dental care services had to remain discontinued and to reconsider these till the situation of epidemics was in control. However, it was advised that dental clinics may provide restricted services to those having dental emergencies. It was also advised that emergency dental care be provided under the strict implementation of infection prevention and control measures. In the dental care setting, critical measures that could reduce the risk of cross-infection among patients and dental care professionals include; hand hygiene and working area disinfection including all surfaces within the dental clinic. SARS-CoV-2 remains viable on surfaces from few hours to several days with factors influencing this including; the nature of the surface, the humidity, and temperature of the dental environment.\textsuperscript{22} Therefore, reinforcement of good hand hygiene and thorough disinfection of all surfaces within the dental clinic should receive immediate attention.

2. Proper use of effective Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) was also advised. The use of facemasks, hand gloves, goggles, face-shields, and gowns can protect skin and mucosa from (potentially) infected blood or secretion. SARS-CoV-2 mainly transmits through the route respiratory droplets and aerosols generated during dental procedures. Therefore, it is recommended to routinely use, in the dental practice setting, particulate respirators (e.g., N-95 surgical masks authenticated by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) or dust mask or FFP2-standard masks set by the European Union).
3. Dental care personnel is also advised to keep themselves aware of the rapidly evolving situation. It is necessary to follow the updated guidelines specifically proposed for working in the COVID-19 pandemic. Such guidelines are regularly updated by local health departments, dentistry-related quality control centers, and professional dental associations. These supplementary measures, when considered will help to ensure the quality of infection control.23

### Understanding Effective Response to COVID-19 Outbreak

The first-hand experience and effective response to the Covid-19 outbreak that originated in Wuhan, China, can be seen in a recent publication.20 Before the outbreak, in the year 2019, Wuhan university dental school and the hospital provided dental care including oral and maxillofacial surgery services to some 890,000 patients. The dental school and hospital exist with 1,098 staff and 828 dental students. There existed neither a fever clinic nor the hospital prepared for the provision of care COVID-19 patients. In response to the outbreak, to continue working, undergoing a medical examination was made compulsory in a designated hospital to identify and restrict those with fever, cough, sneezing, or COVID-19–related symptoms. This work-restriction policy also applied to a staff whose close family member had been symptomatic or confirmed with COVID-19.

Implementing this policy during the outbreak, identified nine staff with COVID-19 including: 3-doctors, 3-nurses, 2-admin staff, and 1-postgraduate student. Continuing the tracing and screening procedure, no further cases had been identified among staff or patients who had close contact with these COVID-19 infected staff. It was found that all these COVID-19 cases, had no obvious aggregation, except 2 nurses who worked in the same department. Hence cross-infection was considered as unlikely in these cases. Infection transmission and spread were thought to have been prevented with the strict use of medical masks and gloves used during work in clinics by all dental care personnel.20

During the period of the Covid-19 outbreak in Wuhan, despite the increasing number of confirmed cases, some 169 staff, under the premise of adequate protection measures, continuous duty and provided urgent dental care to more than 700 patients. Daily data for each of the dental procedures performed documented as well as the recording of home address, phone numbers of both the patients and their accompanying persons. The recording of these details of patients was to help to trace suspects in case of either staff or other patients coming out as suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases in the future. The dental hospital also established an online teledentistry platform that also provided consultations to >1,600 patients. A confirmation of the effectiveness of the dental hospital implemented cross-infection policy can be seen from the fact of no further COVID-19 infection among the staff. This also confirms that provided effective cross-infection policy and measures are enforced, the dental setting environment can be considered safe. Following the governmental directives, all students, including those in Wuhan dental school, were asked to not refrain from attending the school. This continued until the current Chinese Spring Festival. During this entire period of sheltering and staying at home, students had been supported to learn online.20

### Evidence-Based Policy for Continuing Dental Practice

Whenever a new infection outbreak is suspected such as the case of Covid-19, it becomes necessary to follow the interim guidance on infection prevention and control during the provision of healthcare.22 With the Covid-19 pandemic, there existed a lack of consensus on the provision of dental services. Clinical observation and experience and use of available relevant guidelines and available research findings suggested that dentists could work provided they followed strict personal protection measures. Further, they must if could avoid or minimize aerosol-generating dental procedures. It is extremely important to reduce the spread of infection by reducing droplets or aerosols production. It is highly beneficial to control the spread of infection with the adoption of the 4-handed technique that includes; hand-washing, PPE use (facemask, goggles, face-shield, and gown) and ensuring disinfection of working instrument and surfaces. To reduce the production of droplets and aerosols during procedures requiring the use of hand-piece and ultrasonic scaler, the use of saliva ejectors with low or high volume aspiration is an absolute requirement.21, 24-25
During this outbreak and perhaps for a considerable time ahead, dental clinics are to establish pre-check triages. They have to measure and document the temperature of every staff and patient as a routine procedure. Pre-check staff on duty are to ask patients questions about the health status and history of contact or travel. Patients and their accompanying persons will be wearing medical masks and temperature measurements on entry to the hospital. Record of patients having a fever is to be maintained and they are advised medical consultation. In case a patient has been to epidemic regions within the past 14 days, they will have to be advised for at least 14 days of self-quarantine. This shall also apply to staff working in dental clinics. In areas where COVID-19 has spread, all elective/non-emergency dental practices must be postponed. It has been advised to keep postponing dental procedure based treatments and practices for at least 1 month for convalescent patients with SARS. However, yet it is not clear whether the same also applies to patients with COVID-19.

There is evidence that using a preoperative antimicrobial mouth rinse will reduce the microbes count in the oral cavity. Procedures that could induce coughing should be deferred (if possible) or performed by exercising extreme caution. The use of a 3-way syringe or any aerosol-generating procedures (AGPs), should be minimized when possible. Intraoral X-ray examination is the most common radiographic technique in dental imaging; but as it can stimulate saliva secretion and coughing, therefore, alternative extraoral radiographic techniques including; panoramic radiography and cone-beam CT, are appropriate during the outbreak of COVID-19.

It is likely that during the current outbreak, there will be an increased reporting and exacerbation of dental emergency conditions and high demand for immediate treatment. While the majority of such cases can be pharmacologically managed using an online teledentistry platform, some will surely require management with dental procedures. In such cases, using rubber dams and high-volume saliva ejectors could certainly help minimize aerosol or spatter during the needed dental procedures. Furthermore, face shields and goggles are essential with the use of high- or low-speed drilling with water spray. Alternative dental devices can also be used. For example, a carious tooth with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis, pulp exposure could be managed with chemo-mechanical caries removal under rubber dam isolation and a high-volume saliva ejector. A patient for whom a dental procedure is needed will generate an aerosol, he/she has to be scheduled as the last patient in the day to decrease the risk of nosocomial infection. Such patients include; those reporting with a spontaneous toothache because of a cracked tooth without dental decay; those with conditions requiring dental procedures with high-speed hand-piece to access cavity preparation; and those patients wishing to retain their tooth. After the provision of treatment, environmental cleaning and disinfection procedures should be followed. Although a best practice is to treat all patients in specially designed isolated and well-ventilated or negatively pressured dental operatory rooms. However, at yet many such facilities are unavailable in the country and hence can only consider mandatory for the dental procedures on those suspected with COVID-19. Treatment planning of cases with tooth fracture, luxation, or avulsion is dependent on the age, the traumatic severity of dental tissue, the development of the apex, and the duration of tooth avulsion. In case the tooth requires the option of extraction, it is advised to use an absorbable suture. For patients with facial soft tissue contusion, debridement and suturing should be performed and rinsing the wound slowly and using saliva ejector to avoid spraying. Immediate hospitalization is required for patients with life-threatening events such as oral and maxillofacial injuries of a compound and complex nature. So far, it has been preferred to advise chest CT to exclude suspected infection. This is because at yet rapid onsite point of care test for Covid-19 is not widely available in the dental setting and that the RT-PCR test, besides time-consuming, needs a laboratory with pan-coronavirus or specific SARS-CoV-2 detection capacity.
Recommendations for Dental Education & Teaching during the COVID-19 Outbreak

The Covid-19 pandemic has presented significant medical and dental education-related challenges. The benefits, in terms of enhanced mutual trust and facilitation of mutual trust and cooperation with open communication among students, clinical teachers, and administrative staff are well known. Keeping in mind the experience with SARS and relevant highly pathogenic infectious disease, it would be prudent to adopt the following as related to dental education during this outbreak.

1. To avoid the unnecessary aggregation and associated risk of infection, it is necessary to resort to emergency remote teaching, learning and assessment and considering online lectures and tutorials, case studies, and problem-based learning activities associated risk of infection. The universal availability of internet, smart devices, and their applications make it fairly easy and feasible for students to listen to and review lectures from any location. It is perhaps the best time that we encourage our students to do self-learning, take fully the benefits of using online learning resources, and to explore the latest academic developments and innovations.

2. The current outbreak has created enough crisis highlighting a shortage of the needed frontline health professionals on one side and laying of completely the entire dental workforce on the other side. This highlights the need for preparing dental health professionals for their re-deployed roles and to be able to volunteer during any possible crisis. Hence the need for adequate training of the future dental workforce and appropriate continuing education programs to help prepare our dental workforce for additional roles. The need for such additional training can be seen from the call made to dental health professionals to join for additional roles to tackle the surge in COVID-19 cases.

3. We all have been engulfed so quickly without any preparation that almost all of us including our students have been subjected to the fear and pressure associated with this new and highly lethal disease. This necessitates institutions including dental schools to consider and provide psychological services to those who need them.

Conclusion

1. Necessary learning made regarding the many aspects of the Covid-19 pandemic has provided some guidance about the new possible approaches to continuing dental healthcare service while keeping safe, dental healthcare personnel, and patients. With the implementation of efficient strategies to prevent, control, and stop the spread of COVID-19, most of us now feel confident in continuing our work safely.

2. We must also remain constantly updated and aware of new infectious threats that would challenge our infection control regimen in the dental settings, our preparedness for the provision of dental health care services, and dental teaching and education.

3. The current pandemic emphasizes the need for drastic changes in the dental curriculum with the inclusion of topics of crisis management, volunteering, more focus on microbiology, innovative design dental operatory and dental hospital, teledentistry, and innovative virtual dental education and training that allows remote teaching and learning. All this highlights the need for more research leading to new knowledge to use for a better and effective response to future disasters and contagious diseases.
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